This article explores the connection of education, utopia and anthropology, aiming to tease out some educational implications of anti-utopian anthropological essentialism and to show why these should be staved off. It will be shown how an anthropology that tarnishes human nature operates and how it affects educational intervention in the shaping of human reality. After a brief reference to the current theoretical status of utopia and its relation to education, some anti-utopian determinations that raise anthropological obstacles to utopia´s imaginative reach will be examined. Two main anti-utopian arguments are then investigated: the one of human frailty and that of utopian unattainability. Critical counter-arguments will be produced in order to prove that anti-utopianism poses more questions than it answers and is in no position to effectively undermine radical pedagogical vision. The article concludes with some indications of how educational utopianism may relate to anthropology otherwise.
Utopia in Philosophy and Educational Thought
For many years, the term 'utopia' has been employed in the philosophically pejorative sense to denote the futile and pernicious projects for social betterment that lead to totalitarianism. Anti-utopian philosophies stress the dangers involved in high-minded plans for change, and ground their conviction about utopia's constant failure in utopianists' neglect of the obstacles that human nature sets to any radical redirection. In fact, and despite some switch of focus and intensity regarding what counts as negatively utopian, utopia is still treated with suspicion 'as impossible in principle and thus potentially dangerous and totalitarian in practice' (Levitas, 2004, p. 605) . The anthropological justifications of such verdicts cannot be missed. For instance, the conservative thinker Roger Scruton maintains that the sanctity of human bonds is inseparable from their reality as bondage (Scruton, 2003, p. 278) and, from then on, he takes issue with those who attribute the trials of humanity to some bad community and envision a good one that is yet to come. Isaiah Berlin's book (1991) The Crooked Timber of Humanity, whose title is as such very telling, also emphasizes the totalizing character of utopia in a world of conflicting worldviews. More broadly, if not overcome, the totalizing character of utopia is doomed to bring disaster, chaos and suffering (Turner, 2003, p. 27; Cooke, 2004, p. 414) . Even thinkers as diverse as R. Dahrendorf (1967) , P. Ricoeur (1997) , F. Von Hayek (1944) , K. Popper (1957) [see also, Olssen (2003) ], and T. Nagel (Nagel, 1991; Lassman, 2003, p. 49) have argued in one way or other for the impossibility of utopia for most of humanity.
Despite the above general tendency, the interest in utopia is now being renewed in general philosophy and in cultural studies (Passerini, 2002, p. 17) . In educational discourse, there has recently been a growing interest in utopia, and the inherent connection of education and utopian vision has increasingly been acknowledged. Utopia shows up in much philosophy of education (Halpin, 2001a & b and Leonardo, 2003; Milojevic, 2003; Olssen, 2003; Lewis, 2006 and Papastephanou, 2008a Papastephanou, , 2008b Papastephanou, and 2009 . Sites, organizations, series of books, special issues and conferences on utopian imagination, even communities 'sustain themselves by reference to the utopian tradition' (Peters and Humes, 2003, p. 429) . We may categorize the educational comeback of utopia as follows. There has been: (a) a rehabilitation of anarchist thought, of its utopian impetus and of its faith in education as developed by Judith Suissa´s work (2004); (b) a rich educational critical response to Futures Studies (Peters and Humes, 2003; Cho, 2006) ; (c) a radical transformation approach to education, preserving the utopian element all along from P. Freire down to H. Giroux and P. McLaren and defending the need to develop pedagogies of hope (Stewart-Harawira, 2003) ; and (d) a reformist approach to educational practice from J. Dewey down to recent thinkers (Halpin, 2001a & b; Demetrion, 2001) , favouring piecemeal pragmatist utopian change. Overall, utopian education is expected to treat a number of educational pathologies such as teacher apathy, student resignation and the oppressive reproduction of social inequalities through schooling practices (Lewis, 2007, p. 1) .
However, to my knowledge, too few of these new approaches investigate the challenge of anti-utopian anthropology and the obstacles it raises to utopian education. The present article seeks to remedy this and to spell out the anthropological stakes involved in utopian education. For, the anthropological objection has, in the social and educational imaginary, had the most influential and lasting impact upon educational utopia.
Implicit Anthropological Accounts
We encounter the anthropological objection to utopian vision already in late antiquity. For instance, the Stoic Chrysippos responded precisely to such an objection in his On Justice by explaining the objection away as a side effect of utopia´s evocative sublimity. He wrote that 'because of its eminence and beauty, what we say seems like a fiction, and not a doctrine that accords with man and man's nature' (cf Dawson, 1992, p. 160; emph mine) . It is important in this response that Chrysippos hits the nail on the head in identifying what is really at stake in debates about the permissible stretch of intellect regarding human pliability. Even today, a quick way to dismiss utopian education altogether is to conjure up the supposed discrepancy between what utopian educational aims prescribe and what human nature allows.
F. Jameson describes very pertinently the deployment of the anthropological argument against utopia step by step: first, 'a politics which wishes to change the system radically will be designated as utopian'. Then there comes the naturalization of the system, a naturalization that presupposes and serves a specific ideological commitment: using utopia as a charge has 'the right-wing undertone that the system (now grasped as the free market) is part of human nature' (Jameson, 2004, p. 35) . Therefore, to aspire to eradicate something natural, i.e. a deep-seated characteristic of humanity is not only futile, it is fundamentally violent: 'any attempt to change [human nature] will be accompanied by violence'; and 'efforts to maintain the changes (against human nature) will require dictatorship' (ibid).
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International Education Studies Vol. 6, No. 2; Generally, anti-utopian determinations of human nature are manifest in those philosophies that take the human condition for granted, and account for it in essentialist qualitative terms. But even utopian thought as such operates significantly on grounds of rigid descriptions of humanity. From Schopenhauer's 'description of spontaneous human egoism, and his sense of the inevitable subordination of our reflective capacities to the powerful promptings of the instincts', down to 'Badiou's characterization of the human being as a "mortal and predatory animal"' (Dews, 2006, p. 116) , the anthropological barriers to perfectibility are evoked by both anti-utopian and utopian philosophy. From another perspective, the same holds for teleological utopias that assume essential, positive features of humanity that do not only allow but also guarantee the eventual realization of the utopian plan.
Let us explore some anthropological accounts that play an implicit though important role in anti-utopian discourse and delimit the imaginative reach of educational goal-setting. One of the most prominent essentialist anthropologies asserts egoism's priority over altruism. It claims that human beings are primarily motivated to act for their self-preservation and profit. We may illustrate it by reference to T. Hobbes' thesis 'that naked self-interest is the sole motivating force in human affairs, and that state authority is merely the outcome of a contract entered into for the sake of limiting its more destructive effects' (Norris, 1991, p. 157) . The state of nature is a state of human equality in the sense that all people would be equally driven by their needs and thus equally capable of destroying one another. There enters law and contractuality to control the effects of such an equality and strike a compromise between human satisfaction and human safety. (Note 2) Thus, this anthropological view has the following correlates. In a natural state, the self is aggressively pleasure-seeking. But, when unrestricted, this situation leads to a destructive clash of unbridled instinct-driven selves, a war of all against all. To check this risk human beings partly renounce the satisfaction of their instincts and build up societies, giving up unbridled freedom in exchange for security.
Thought through to their ultimate logical implications, anthropological-essentialist understandings of human nature as impure due to its disposition to predatory animality assume a protective and repressive sense of law. Such a sense is present in educational settings that stress formality, authority and conformity at odds with a more democratic classroom that encourages a more reflective, enabling, reason-based and self-formative relation to law. Even in more mitigated forms, the idea of animality working in subterranean ways to undermine any noble plan for human betterment and to turn survival into temptation to vice may saddle education to social-productive rather than transformative goals. This should force any proponents of more politically ambitious conceptions of education to sort out anthropological issues prior to dealing head-on with educational aims. Lack of awareness of this challenge typically leads to inability of adherents to critical pedagogy and of other contemporary defenders of bold educational visions to get engaged in a fruitful debate with anti-utopian educationalists.
A less crude variation of essentialism sees human beings as determined by an endemic doubleness. On this view, humans are as capable of saintly or heroic altruism up to self-denial (social dimension) as they are of extreme hostility to others and servility to egoistic passions (unsocial dimension). We may name this position 'the unsocial sociability thesis', which goes as far back as Kant (1992, pp. 44, 227, and 321) . The relation of this position to utopian education can be as ambivalent as the notion of humanity it engulfs. The anti-utopian conclusion we may draw from it affirms that, because of its unsocial dimension, humanity will always stumble on its dark side, despite the efforts for betterment (which are genuine, of course, as they stem from the social dimension). In their most despondent moments educational theorists and practitioners often voice a popularized view of this kind when they think it too difficult or even pointless to trust their students, to set high standards and to have high expectations from the schooling experience. It would indeed be an interesting question for empirical research how much of this anthropological essentialist baggage is involved in teachers' reluctance to make the kind of extra effort that may not be required by the strict description of professional duties though it may reflect faith in human potentiality.
But even when the anti-utopian conclusions are avoided, e.g., when the emphasis is put on sociality, still the unsocial sociability thesis allows space to a repressive sense of law, one that aims to restrict and harness the unsocial dimension of humanity. Educationally, this may lead to a re-affirmation and continuous cultivation of repressive conformity to law against the kind of rule-and law-following that stems from rational and autonomous endorsement of ethical responsibility in schools. Consider B. Spinoza's words, as quoted by C. Norris (1991, p. 157) . 'If human nature were such that men desired nothing but what true reason prescribes, a society would need no laws whatsoever' (emph mine): apart from noticing the repressive and protective conception of law, we should wonder already here whether there is such a thing as a fixed human nature that delimits what people desire prior to their acculturation.
Tensions such as those noticed in Kant and Spinoza can be traced not only in positions that have later enjoyed hegemony but also in some undercurrents of Western thought such as essentialist anarchist assumptions about humanity which inform some of contemporary utopian education (Suissa, 2004) . It is through those that I shall conclude this first, brief and rather descriptive approximation of the relevance of anthropology to utopian education. J. Suissa explains that 'anarchism is often dismissed as holding an unrealistically "utopian" or "naïve" view of human nature'. Against this, she shows that, for most of 19 th century social anarchists (e.g., Bakunin, Kropotkin, Proudhon), human nature is twofold 'involving both an essentially egotistical potential and a sociable, or altruistic, potential ' (2004, p. 15 ; emph mine). The anarchist is a contextualist view of human nature to the extent that it entails an activation of motivated conduct that varies across time, space and circumstances. Yet it is also essentialist so long as it assumes a fairly stable doubleness of humanity. The essentialism of this anthropology is mitigated by the qualification 'potential', but affirms nevertheless the location of egotism within the human subject. In this way, it determines human nature as essentially (un)ethically loaded. Thus, although contemporary utopian education may be better assisted by the anarchist anthropology than by rival anthropologies of the more liberal kind (originating in Hobbes, Hume or Locke), still, it requires an even less essentialist anthropology that frees education from those essential human constants that block radical change already from the start. For egotism and altruism (sociability) may not quite be 'two opposed instincts', as Bakunin put it (cf. Suissa, 2004, p. 15) , that are mobilized and surface through context. They may be human realities known to us only through their social construction and interpretation. In fact, K. Marx diverged from utopian socialism on this point. We safely arrive at this conclusion if we follow F. Jameson´s description of Marxist structuralism as anti-essentialist and anti-psychological (Jameson, 2004, p. 37) . Egoism and altruism are created cultural interpretations of what counts as instinct. For instance, self-preservation as an instinct may not be by definition identical with, let us say, egoism as its supposed manifestation. It can take this expression, but egoism is neither an instinct nor an essential psychological trait but a socially influenced relation of one to oneself. It may be a socially constructed and maintained attitude that presupposes a particular interpretation of what counts as self-preservation or self-serving need. The Marxian position points to the less essentialist anthropology that may suit the aims of contemporary utopian education or critical pedagogy.
More broadly, we may assume that there is nothing ethically prohibitive in the human nature as such because human nature is mutable and pliable, i.e., not essentially predetermined. This is indicative of the direction that a defence of utopian education or critical pedagogy may require. However, further research is necessary, one that goes beyond the scope of this article, for a full response along such lines. What follows, then, is an attempt to deploy some arguments against the assumption that human nature is not mutable enough to allow for transformative education. We have good reasons to counter this: we have seen how the anthropological arguments for defending slavery as an inescapable reality of a fixed human nature of slaves and masters have historically collapsed. The same can be said about various anthropological views that once claimed to thoroughly explain and pin down humanity but have now been superseded.
A Critical Discussion of the Anti-Utopian Argument about Human Frailty
To obtain a closer look on possible criticisms of essentialist anthropologies let us narrow our discussion down to the anti-utopian argument about essential human frailty. Thomas Nagel has expressed an anti-utopianism of precisely this kind. As he puts it: however attractive it may be to contemplate, an ideal 'is utopian if reasonable individuals cannot be motivated to live by it' (Nagel, 1991, p. 21) . It seems that, in such a universe, an individual is reasonable only when s/he is motivated to live by the standards that the liberal conception of the self has set. Any ideal that shakes the established priorities of most individuals appears too lofty. One wonders: are people who display selflessness, compassion, and extraordinary endurance not reasonable individuals? Some textual evidence quite safely helps us imagine that Nagel would concede the existence of such individuals and their reasonableness. But he would claim that they are not simply reasonable but also exceptional. Even if they exist (and display a consistency of action), they no less diverge from common humanity. For him, utopianism describes 'a form of collective life that humans, or most humans, could not lead and could not come to be able to lead through any feasible process of social and mental development. It may have value as a possibility for a few people, or as an admirable but unattainable ideal for others. But it cannot be offered as a general solution to the main question of political theory: How should we live together in society?' (Nagel, 1991, p. 6 ; emph mine).
Such elitist exceptionalism sets too modest demands on human beings' efforts to live together in society and too limited a task for education as a process of social and mental development. It further entails that what is attainable by few is not teachable but rather available to them directly through nature. Or, perhaps, it is teachable only in cases where there is a corresponding natural and individuated predisposition. For if the exceptional few www.ccsenet.org/ies International Education Studies Vol. 6, No. 2; were an effect of acculturation processes, that effect would be a manifestation of the feasibility and attainability of the ideal, not an argument against futile effort.
Apart from the elitistically exceptionalist implications, another shortcoming of Nagel´s anti-utopian position on human (im)possibility is that it maintains the claim about the human species having evil tendencies, while dispensing with the universality of the claim. Yet, as Kant himself knew, 'if most, but not all, humans have an evil disposition, then the human species has no uniform moral character' (Formosa, 2007, p. 239 ; emph mine). Like Nagel, and unlike Kant, Formosa sees in this lack of uniformity a possibility to render the unsocial sociability thesis more plausible. I believe that it exposes simply its incoherence. To be a transcendental anthropological thesis and not an empirical generalization, this thesis requires uniformity for the following reason. If evil is a mere possibility which is not activated in some specimens of humanity, there can be only two logical conclusions: that either those exceptions are other than human; or that, while being human, they have had the kind of socio-historical conditions of life that enabled them to estrange themselves from what is (supposedly) common to the rest of humanity. The first conclusion is absurd because it elevates the human exceptions to a species of their own, as they do not share with the rest a property that is supposedly constitutive of humanity. The second conclusion automatically removes evil from characteristics essential for recognizing the human species and renders it contingent. But a contingent idea of radical (=rooted) evil underlying the unsocial sociability thesis is not only self-contradictory; it is also inoperative, since it cannot explain evil as indeed deeply ingrained and it cannot sustain the claim that no feasible process of social and mental development can uproot it. An anthropological argument for radical evil that loses its essentialism also loses its explanatory force. This reveals what is really true about such an argument, namely, that it is a logical leap from experience to ontology. To explain: this anthropological argument simply turns an empirical generalization (e.g., the so far accumulated experience of evil that parades before us) into an eternal truth or a transcendental condition of what is humanly (im)possible.
To raise to the status of ontological truth the kind of anthropology that derives from the intuitive, an intuitive that is constructed point by point through the hitherto inauspicious record of humanity, is sheer ideology. For, instead of questioning the time-honoured reliance on how human affairs have so far been and instead of exploring the counter-intuitive, political thought proclaims the amassed empirical evidence an ahistorical anthropological constant that determines futurity. To simplify this point with an illustration: if there have always been pupils who lag behind the advanced ones, then there will be such pupils forever. The most education can do for them is to tolerate them, to socialize them and to turn them into harmless future citizens. Reluctance to endorse anything more demanding is explained as a realistic acknowledgement of limited intervention in the pupils' realities. Motivationally, it reflects the need to avoid the utopian reverie that is supposedly involved in more inclusive and bolder educational efforts, and the need to acknowledge realistically the barriers that the translation of ethical vision into educational practice confronts. But all this presupposes at a much deeper level an unconscious slippage from a diagnosis of undesirable empirical realities to their onto-anthropological elevation to a human constant that is educationally unmanageable.
Moreover, the anti-utopian argument can also be used against any political-educational ideal such as the cosmopolitanism that envisions radical change of world politics. E. Callan's fear of utopianism lurking in cosmopolitanism gives a concrete example of how the spectre of utopianism is recruited within actual educational discourse in order to defend less drastic and more 'liberalized' educational expectations. Callan prefers liberal patriotism to world citizenship for reasons of the latter´s utopianism. His worry is 'that the aspiration to world citizenship is utopian in an invidious sense, and educational practices inspired by the aspiration might often sacrifice the real if imperfect possibilities of patriotic attachment for an ideal that exists only in the fancy of its adherents ' (1999, p. 199) . Against this rationale, we have so far shown that what counts as unreal or unrealizable depends on what one perceives as realistic anthropological impediments that render the ideal unrealizable. On this, liberalism needs at least as much explanatory and justificatory work as its rival approaches need for defending their more enabling anthropology. Thus, liberalism is not in the privileged position that it axiomatically assumes.
A Critical Discussion of the Anti-Utopian Argument about Unattainability
If the main political-educational question is how we should live together and if, in answering it, political education must escape the danger of approximating its spectral others (slavery defence, fascism, etc), no essentialist anthropological distinctions along the axis of attainability should be allowed. True, to have some motivational force, a utopian ideal requires some sense of feasibility and attainability. It must be in touch with reality and have some faith in a universalizable realizability. Otherwise, it becomes nothing more than a www.ccsenet.org/ies
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The answer to this may be the realizability allowed by the kind of anthropology that involves nothing predictive or futuristically imminent about it; that is, the realizability that points only to sheer possibility. Specific societies fail to realize an ideal, without this necessarily entailing that the ideal is faulty or unattainable. Our criteria (ever revisable) of realizability have to be related to the content, the provisions of the ideal itself. Before we proclaim an ideal unattainable as ostensibly precluded by human nature, we must first examine how much we know about human nature so as to safely conclude that the ideal is futile. For instance, probably what we now know about humanity would make an ideal of biological immortality appear as a chimera. But we cannot say the same about ethical matters and political questions about how we should live in society and how we could educationally prepare such a common life. For, while immortality pertains to the sphere of the objective world with the laws of which it is difficult to always play successfully, the good society pertains to the sphere of the social world whose laws are no longer (after positivism) treated as quasi-natural and, therefore, humanity´s leeway is immensely more extended.
To unpack the argument against anti-utopian assumptions of unattainability, let us discuss how M. Cooke, a defender of formalist utopia, concedes unattainability to anti-utopians. Cooke shows that utopianism is accused of denying some facts that are, we may add, widely accepted and popular now in educational theory. These are 'the contingency of human knowledge and the creativity of human free will, leading to a closure of the historical process' (Cooke, 2004, p. 414) . She then moves to endorse unconditionally the criticism that the belief in the actual possibility of a good society is not only wrong but even totalitarian. In so doing, she couples tout court attainability with old modernist 'blueprint' utopias exclusively. 'Critical social thinking that sees the "good society" as a condition actually attainable by human beings stands accused of "finalism", of an absolutist and ahistorical conception of human knowledge that gives rise to "totalitarian" models of social order' (Cooke, 2004, p. 414 ; emph mine). I take issue with Cooke's unqualified acceptance of this criticism, with her rejection of the possibility of utopia ever turning into actuality and with her neglect of the dependence of attainability on the actual semantic contents of the utopian good. Aspirations to attainability are indeed a fault of utopian thinking but only in the following cases: when this attainability concerns all possible contents of various utopian visions; when it concerns every detail of a specific imaginary construction; and, above all, when it concerns the supposed unshakeable, unchallenged and unchangeable character of the vision. It is only then that there is a tension between the image of a social condition that must appear attainable in order to be inspiring and the awareness of the unattainability of a 'condition beyond the influences of history and context' (Cooke, 2004, p. 422) .
But why should we conceive utopia as a condition that leaves the influences of history and context behind? In a world without war and less blatant political violence and in a world with the radical rearrangements of resources, benefits and wealth that secure a better education there is plenty of space for variations in custom, habits, identities, memories and diverse lifestyles and choices. Especially with regard to educational utopias, attainability may concern only some particular priorities and leave the rest of desirables in the dark. For instance, there is no compelling argument that an educational utopia of enriching the cultural capital of all students and broaden their existential choices presupposes or must be followed by the actualization of, say, a technological utopia of galactic travel. But faith in the attainability of the prioritized utopia is necessary for a reason that Heraclitus had already encapsulated in the 6 th century BC in the following formulation: 'if you do not believe in the unexpected, the unexpected will never come'. This does not legitimize its opposite, its degeneration to the illusion that all you need in order to achieve something is just to believe in it. That something will happen just by believing in it is pure naivety. But it does say that if a utopia is not considered humanly possible and attainable, it loses all its motivating power.
To sum up, attainability should not be seen as predetermining the supposed eventual 'homecoming' of humanity. Attainability simply means that educational utopian possibilities are not by definition precluded by onto-anthropological obstacles. If utopia is viewed from the lens of sheer possibility, i.e. as something that is neither secured by a supposed teleological historical course nor blocked by insuperable barriers, the next step of utopianism is to shift its emphasis to the axis of alternative and preferable to the existent, that is, to the justificatory plane of what is worth striving for.
The issue of redemption concretizes my claim that the notion of attainability must break free from the onto-anthropological shackles. Also, it drives home my criticisms of Cooke´s overlooking of variations in what counts as obstacle. For Cooke, redemption is understood as the situation where 'all relevant obstacles to human flourishing would finally be removed' and humanity 'would be released from present suffering'. Further, redemption is associated with perfection as a state of 'absolute sufficiency, a condition in which deficiency www.ccsenet.org/ies International Education Studies Vol. 6, No. 2; would once and for all have been overcome' (Cooke, 2004, p. 418) . But, to grasp what redemption might refer to, we have to flesh out the semantic content of 'all relevant obstacles', of the 'human flourishing' and of absolute sufficiency. Ultimately, should utopia address just any present suffering in a holistic manner? A merit, at least of educational utopias is that they are more localized and less comprehensive in a manner that saves them from being over-ambitious. To unpack these themes and their connection point for point, consider, for instance, that one´s sense of redemption may not include a pharmacological and surgical utopia of purportedly eternal youth or a geneticist utopia of a supposedly enhanced humanity where you predetermine the colour of your child's eyes according to the imperatives of the market so as to improve her chances to become a super model. One may justifiably see any such marketization of aesthetics as enslavement and tacit racism and rightly consider them as irrelevant to educational utopia -to say the least.
This point can be generalized as follows. Redemption cannot be theorized in formal quantitative terms (i.e., all, absolute, once and for all), as if there has been a universal, supra-cultural, unanimity on what counts as freeing humanity from chains of necessity or causality. In Cooke's phrasing above, most of the terms need interpretation and approximation of their meaning; all relevant obstacles: such as?, 'flourishing' meaning quite what? and 'release from present suffering': suffering befalling due to earthquakes, for instance, or suffering inflicted by human beings on other human beings for reasons of gain? Should utopia be all-encompassing, targeting any conceivable human dissatisfaction with reality, or should it begin its redemptive work with the task of releasing humanity from its self-inflicted present suffering, that is, from the suffering that is owed to cruelty rather than to misfortune and explained through false self-understandings and profit-oriented priorities? Why should redemption and perfection mean absolute sufficiency? Why does sufficiency seem to be legitimately or self-evidently a predicate of perfection? Does this not implicitly rely on a standard western putting the blame on scarcity (Note 3) for suffering that can perfectly be explained by the hierarchical and uneven organization and distribution of natural resources?
Thus, in my opinion, a defensible idea of redemption is not as quantitatively holistic as to meet all the unqualified priorities and dreams of the western thought that parade as constitutive components of perfection. Like Cooke, I also consider perfection as ethically oriented. Unlike Cooke, and unlike some pragmatist educational theorists who understand perfection more or less as Cooke does but differ from her in that they dismiss it far more fervently, I have a notion of perfection that concerns less holistic and more attainable change. Utopian education concerns a perfection that is not all-encompassing: it does not depend on perfectibilities other than those involved in drawing the student into something better and in demanding from society to offer the grounds for approximating this goal. In seeing perfection in this way, utopia can break with both holistic perfection and neo-pragmatist piecemeal betterment (which is too modest in its educational aspirations). When it comes to possible existential choices and relations we may wish an open society always reshuffled. And it is precisely for nurturing such possibilities that we need a more ambitious and demanding educational goal-setting. But when it comes to unjust treatment of peoples and subjects we would like closure, we would have been perfectly satisfied with a society in which such things would have been archival data of historical concern and future risks to be avoided and to inspire constant vigilance and effort to their opposites. Neither the end-state quality of this particular suggestion, nor the finalism and absolutism of 'no one lacking educational opportunities anymore' becoming fact should cause us consternation. But this is now a maximal demand of change, not a minimal one, and a pragmatist ideal differs from a perfectionist one in that it is pleased with less than this maximalism, with less than this kind of perfection. Pathologies that block such perfection are seen by pragmatists who concede much to anti-utopianism as necessary evils of a humanity that cannot change dramatically because of the stumbling block of its supposed insuperable proneness to profit. Then, change acquires the meaning of minimum improvement, an affront to humanity with all the consequent rationalization of harm inflicted upon people.
Now, a deeper engagement with the connection of perfection with a desirable, anti-finalist possibility of contesting the utopian principles that tend to consolidation would show that the political right to contest something and the epistemological task of considering contesting views are not only possible in a utopia but even indispensable to its perfection. A society denying its members the political right to contest its structure would be automatically imperfect. Awareness of this places contestability squarely within any respectable account of utopia. Thus, any educational utopia worthy of the name is not finalist if the latter means that it occludes contestability and revisability. Nevertheless, such a right exerted within a utopia would presuppose epistemology, if it was not to lead to terror. For instance, a specific theory or worldview may contest the desirability or pertinence of the demand that no one should be left uneducated. However, very unlike our societies which take the reality of lack of education for granted (or mitigate it through the supposed inevitability www.ccsenet.org/ies
International Education Studies Vol. 6, No. 2; of some remaining uneducated), a perfect society would demand nothing less than perfect reasons expected to prove the supposed validity of such contesting views. Finally, the rejection of the thesis of radical evil does not amount to the eradication of evil acts as an always possible response to various and mutable situations in the course of life. It amounts only to a rejection of their ontologization. That human nature as ethically neutral does not predetermine evil as an inescapable natural part of our identity supposedly setting insuperable limits to goodness in no way secures that evil as unreflective and harmful response to the vagaries of life and the stakes of intersubjectivity will be kept at bay. Time cannot be arrested; change is thus inherent in any community within time; change of conditions might be ethically neutral but it activates ethics by creating different situations that demand response and handling. A perfect society or an education oriented to perfectibility is not judged as a motionless picture but, on the contrary, as a world in motion.
In a perfect society where, amongst other things, the human cruelty that produces the reality of starved, oppressed, uneducated people has been overcome, existential misfortune will still remain. The reason for this is that misfortune is not a social imperfection but rather a constitutive part of being a spatiotemporal entity and, as such, it is the frame within which the very challenge to reach and maintain social perfection takes place. As Cooke herself remarks, 'whereas finalists see absolute and final knowledge as a human possibility, fallibilists maintain that even propositions that are rationally justified can turn out to be false in the light of new experiences, evidence, etc' (Cooke, 2004, p. 426, fn 5) . Is the only finalism that she allows, then, the finalism of knowing that human beings are anthropologically beset so radically by evil that they can never attain a regulative idea? Why not opting to be a fallibilist on that too? An immediate answer might be that there is no evidence pointing in that direction at all. But this is precisely the point: that holding such views blocks the very possibility of trying to produce the evidence. Evidence regarding human affairs is not to be found out there; it is not discovered. It is created, moulded, sculpted point by point.
Therefore, it is precisely the awareness of the finitude of knowledge that sets in question the absolute certainty that what is humanly possible is transparent to us.
Thus, if we feel that we cannot know everything (although the human capacity for accumulated knowledge can be stretched well beyond the limits ordinary life sets) for reasons of finitude and the short human life span, equally, we must stretch this assumption of unknowability to its ultimate conclusions: we cannot know human nature or suppose the immutability of human nature to such an extent as to endorse anti-utopian rejections of a radical pedagogy. Awareness of epistemological finitude and awareness of ignorance may even be especially ethically enabling because it makes us cautious to avoid self-righteousness, inquisitive and ready to reconsider our position in the face of new evidence, not to stick doggedly to it. In simpler words, a utopian ethico-political education should not dream of a society in which such a level of transparency and automatism has been reached that people never quarrel or disagree. But it should dream of a society in which students learn at school to handle quarrel in reflective ways and where all possibilities of dealing with it constructively and not violently would be open (reconciliation, parting of the ways, legality).
Conclusion
The assumption of human nature as a historical construction that varies according to the shaping it receives by means of human praxis rules out the essentialist accommodation of ethical obstacles to perfectibility. The way we describe humanity has implications for the way we understand (and can take seriously) educational ideals. Many liberal and neopragmatist thinkers and educators concede too much to the anti-utopian current. Instead, what is required by contemporary utopianism is to be less defensive regarding anti-utopianist anthropological alibis of the existent.
Utopian education needs the development of a more nuanced and anti-essentialist account of anthropology. It is crucial for philosophy of education to uncover problems related to the depiction of the self in its relation to the world that inform tacitly the current, still largely reluctant, reception of utopian thought in education. The dominant, faulty anthropology of what counts as human impediment has led to suggestions of pragmatist or realistic conceptions of utopia in education that blunt the normative and critical force of the concept 'utopia'. The outcome is that a venture such as education, which presupposes the pliability of humanity and is placed in a better position to help people shape themselves into a beautiful existence, relinquishes its creative aspirations and rights.
To what extent, however, would students be free to shape themselves in a thoroughly transformative educational context? True, human freedom as constant creative reaction to empirical reality precludes a totalizing and non-revisable determination of utopian contents (Cooke, 2004, p. 421) . Education should not be seen as a behaviourist pre-programming of future citizens for the sake of a detailed and fixed utopian conditioning. But www.ccsenet.org/ies
International Education Studies Vol. 6, No. 2; Cooke´s apposite remark can be directed at the opposite side too. It is precisely freedom that pushes thought in the direction of utopia and offers it some minimal determinacy. Freedom in various shapes has a special position in an ethico-political account of the desirable world and justifies a strong transformative education rather than exposing it as restrictive. Justice demands much freedom: freedom from prejudice of all sorts, e.g., from the prejudice that is responsible for the neglect of human finality as well as from the exaggeration of the limits finality sets on human agency (epistemological sphere); freedom from anger, vindictiveness, indifference and callousness (emotive sphere); freedom from contingent societal interpretations of what counts as right and from uncritical, unreflective attachment to tradition and convention more generally (social sphere); freedom from the imposed and early cultivated self-image that permits you to find rationalizations and excuses for tolerating or condoning the wrong suffered by others (psychological sphere); freedom from socially built, thetic aspirations of power and domination (political sphere); and freedom from the kind of laziness mixed with indifference (existential sphere) that makes you bypass all the necessary research and information that is needed if you are to have a better picture of a case that invites justice. Education as it is now is, to an important degree, responsible for the under-development of such freedoms.
Consequently, the task of a more critical education would be redemptive also in the sense of cultivating freedoms such as the above. Critical social theory 'seeks to liberate human beings from the social chains that bind them by showing them how certain social mechanisms and institutions prevent them from fulfilling their potentials as human beings, and by drawing attention to the essential contingency of these social arrangements' (Cooke, 2004, p. 418) . Utopia can be recruited so as to produce the corrective effect of revealing the faulty assumptions that lie behind the resilience of such social arrangements. Utopia has a special relation to the kind of education needed for such reconsideration because by extending what is ethically humanly possible, by revisiting dominant anthropologies, it mobilizes a cognitive transformation that is prior to action for change. For those affected by a situation and, therefore, rightfully allocated space in dialogue concerning that specific situation, must first become able to see what attached them to the harmful social mechanisms and to see the harm involved in the bad faith underlying their anthropological despondency. If utopia as a thought experiment has so far been conceived as putting the question: 'how would social reality look if we reconfigure it in radical and improved terms and from a different position than is normally adopted?' (Halpin, 2001, p. 311) , the anthropological point of departure of this article formulates this question somewhat differently. How the world would be if our conceptions of ourselves were different, offering us a different position than is normally adopted and making constant demands on us by reminding us of what we might universally be capable of?
